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Executive Summary
Telephone interviews were conducted with 23 utility engineers concerning the future prospects for high temperature superconducting (HTS) transmission cables. All have direct responsibility for transmission in their utility, most of them in a management capacity. The engineers represented their utilities as members of the Electric Power Research Institute's Underground Transmission Task Force (which has since been disbanded). In that capacity, they followed the superconducting transmission cable program and are aware of the cryogenic implications.
Nineteen of the 23 engineers stated the market for underground transmission would grow during the next decade. Twelve of those specified an annual growth rate; the average of these responses was 5. 6%.
Adjusting that· figure downward to incorporate the remaining responses, this study assumes an average growth rate of 3. 4% . Factors driving the growth rate include the difficulty in securing rights-of-way for overhead lines, new construction techniques that reduce the costs of underground transmission, deregulation, and the possibility that public utility commissions will allow utilities to include overhead costs in their rate base.
Utilities have few plans to replace existing cable as preventive maintenance, even though much of the existing cable has exceeded its 40-year lifetime. Ten of the respondents said the availability of a superconducting cable with the same life-cycle costs as a conventional cable and twice the ampacity would induce them to consider retrofits. The respondents said a cable with those characteristics would capture 73% of their cable retrofits.
The 23 respondents agreed that the utility industry would require a demonstration project Regarding the length of the demonstration, the average of the responses was 3. 65 years.
Eighteen of the 23 respondents said the ability of an HTS cable to match the ampacity of an overhead line was very important Eighteen also said they had an app lication for such a cable. The engineers expressed interest in the ability of HTS cable to carry equal power at lower voltages, and in the cable's environmental characteristics. On the other hand, they expressed concerns about maintenance, repair, training, quenches, and the cryogenic system.
The engineers said HTS cable with life-cycle costs equal to conventional cable and with twice the ampacity would capture 56% of the underground transmission market 10 years after the first commercial sale. If the life-cycle costs were 20% lower, the maximum eventual market share would rise to 75%.
Among the most promising applications for HTS cable, they listed applications characterized by high ampacity or high voltage, urban environments, suburban environments, long-distance links, and environmentall y sensitive areas. They were unanimous in stating that the United States should develop HTS cable. Duri ng the week of April 23-27, 1994, Donn Forbes, a market researcher and business consultant with clients involved in sup erconductivity, conducted telephone interviews with 23 utility engineers concerning the future prospect s for high-temperature superconducting (HTS) transmission cables. The engineers were all members of the Electri c Power Research Institute's (EPRI's) Underground Transmission Task Force. All have direct responsibility for transmission in their utility, most of them in a management cap acity. The questionnaire on which the interviews were based appears in Appendix A; the interviewees are listed in Appendix B.
The engineers reported that their utilities have a total installed capacity of 2438 circuit miles of underground transmission cable � 69 kilovolts [kV] ). Public Service Comp any of Oklahoma and the Salt River Proj ect in Arizona reported only 1 circuit mile of underground cable; 10 of the resp ondents have more than 100 circuit miles. Consolidated Edison Company of New York reported the largest installed base, 800 circuit miles of underground cables.
The Underground Transmission Market
According to EPRI statistics, U.S. utilities install about 100 miles of underground transmission cable each year. Respondents were asked whether they expected that market to grow, remain flat, or shrink during the next decade. Figure 1 illustrates the distribution of their responses. Of the 23 respondents, 19 said the market for underground cable would grow, driven by the need fo r new transmission capacity and the diffi culty in acquiring overhead rights-of-way. Three said the market would remain flat; one said it would shrink.
"The need for new transmission lines is growing, especiall y in urban areas, and there will be more and more environmental pressures to force them underground."
-James J. Pachot, Ch ief R&D Engineer, Bo nneville Power Administration
Of the 19 respondents who said the market would grow duri ng the next decade, 12 were willing to quantify the average annual growth rate they expected. Figure 2 (below) specifies the annual growth rates that they forecast. These 12 respondents forecast an average annual growth rate of 5.6%, which would cause the market to double in 13 years. Because the growth rate of underground transmission is a key fa ctor in this study, it is important to derive an average rate of growth that incorporates all 23 responses, not just the 12 that fo recast growth and were willing to quantify it. How, then, to include the seven responses that forecast growth but were unwilling to quantify it? To be conservative, Forbes tallied those seven responses as if they had forecast growth at 2%, the lowest growth rate cited. Likewise, he tall ied the single fo recast that the market would shrink as -2% growth. Figure 3 (below), which includes these conservative amendments, illustrates the distribution of all 23 responses.
Forecast Rate of Annual Growth in Underground Transmission Market (Amended)
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Figure 3
In this case, the average growth rate indicated by all of the responses is 3.4%. Figure 4 (below) illustrates the effect of a decade of 3.4% growth.
U.S. Market for Underground Transmission (Ass uming 3.4% Growth) The anecdotal comments made by the transmission engineers clearly suggested that the market for under ground transmission would grow. In some metropolitan areas, it is a fo regone conclusion that installation of new overhead transmission lines is impossible.
"In our service area, all new transmission capacity will be underground for the next 15 or 20,years.
Overhead lines can go only in rural areas, and we don't have many of those. Engineers from other metropolitan areas also report strong opposition to overhead transmission lines.
"We're working on a system now that we decided in 1991 to put in the ground because we would be in the courts at least through 1997 to go overhead. Even to go underground, we have spent 3 years battling through a hearing process, but we did that because we needed a substation in an area that was weakly supported and had a growing load. The respondents cited several factors that would stimulate growth of the market for underground cable.
In some areas, cities and counties are sharing the installation costs.
"There are programs where we pick up some of the tab and they pick up some. Deregulation is another possible factor in the growth of underground transmission.
"Deregulation might be a factor. If somebody else built a 500-megawatt plant, it would change our load flows, and we might have to adjust our system. Today we operate generators and transmission lines together. If we deregulate, and the power plant owner operates his generator the way he wants to operate it instead of the way the transmission system is geared to accept it, we might have to up the transmission system."
-P aul Barry, Division Ma nager of Tra nsmissi on, Boston Edison Comp any "With the possibility of deregulation, things are in turmoil-there's a lot of confusion, and nobody wants to invest in major assets. If people start to see some profits in wheeling power, their attitude might change, and they might be willing to look at additional transmission and the benefits they could achieve. 
Forecasts for New Underground Transmission Circuits
Twenty of the 23 respondents expect their utilities to install underg�:ound transmission in the future. They were willing to estimate the total length of cable they expected their utility to install during the next 25 years, divided into 5-year periods. The total results appear below in Table 1 . 1994-1998 1999-2003 2004-2008 2009-2013 2014-2018 The respondents emphasized that the demonstration must simulate a utility environment.
"It's important that the demonstration site be managed by typical utility people and the contractors they would hire. We don't want PhD.s from a research lab coming in to demonstrate cable for commercial ventures. The cable has to be a product which we can build and design and operate with the kinds of Some utilities would buy a superconducting cable after a prototype had been in service for just 1 year."
-Larry A Ha rper, Supervisor, Transmission Design and Relocation, Publ ic Service Co mpany of Oklahoma
The Possibility of Retrofits with Superconducting Cable
Ten of the 23 respondents said that the availability of a superconducting cable with the same life-cycle costs as a conventional cable and twice the ampacity would lead them to consider retrofits that they would not otherwise consider (see Figure 6 ) .
Would HTS Cable Lead You To Consider Retrofits?
ND mlo Figure 6 Yes 43% Other transmission engineers pointed out that HTS cable is environmentally sound.
" I have seen this cable being developed by Pirelli Cable Company and American Superconductor Corporation. I think we as American electric utilities should continue to pursue it. There will be a need.
As environmental concerns become greater, somebody will look at oil-ffiled cables in the future and say we can no longer install these systems. We will need an alternative. "
-John B. Chohan, Ma nager, Un derground Cable, Centerior Energy Corporation " I think the development of superconducting cables is exciting. We have to develop this technology because the backbone of our underground transmission line, the pipe-type cable system, is less environmentally acceptable because of oil leaks. So we have to find some other way. Solid dielectric cable is better environmentally, but ampacity-wise, solid dielectric is worse. Transmission lines will be the first utility application of superconductors. "
-Edwin Hahn, Sup ervising Pro ject Eng ineer, New Yo rk Power Authority
Concerns about HTS Cable
Many respondents expressed concern about the cryogenic system.
" One main concern is how well the refrigeration units operate and how easy it is to maintain them. "
-Stanley V. ''I'm concerned because in the city, we don't have any place to put cryogenic systems unless they make something that will fit into a manhole. We have no ability to locate it anywhere else. The cryogenic system would have to be about 4 ft x 4 ft x 6 ft." "If the cable fails, it has to survive; if you drive it above critical temperature, you don't want to destroy the whole circuit. You have to let it warm to room temperature before you can work on it, then handle any cryogenic liquids or gases, repair the fault in a timely fashion, cool it back down, and then put the line back in service. Even on existing pipe-type systems, that can be a lengthy process, it can take a month or more, but you want to keep it down to days if you can. The availability of the line is a big decision factor in selecting a system, and it doesn't always show up in the cost studies. We don't put a dollar value on faults and repairs in our financial analysis, but we still think about it." -Stanley V. Figure 11 The most common answers were 25% (five respondents) and. 100% (five respondents). The average of the 21 answers was 56%.
The 21 engineers who provided data for Figure 11 also estimated the number of years it would take after the first commercial introduction of HTS cable for it to attain the market share that they forecast. Once again, the answers varied widely, as shown in Figure 12 (below).
The most common answer was 10 years, which was given by 11 respondents. The average of the 21 responses was also precisely 10 years.
Years Required for HTS Cable To Capture Maximum Market Share

Number of Respondents
Number of Years Figure 12 "Sales of HTS cable would start slowly because utilities are conservative. After the demonstration stage, you might get 10% of the market for the first year, and after those installations had been operating for a year or two sales would pick up. It would start slow and build; it would get 50% to 60% of the market within five years."
-Pa ul Barry, Division Manager of Tran smission, Boston Edison Company "Realisti�ally, I think it will take 5 to 10 years to get the first stuff in the ground and then another 10 years for everybody to start using it. Once the stuff is in with 10 years of experience, everybody will be on the bandwagon." The 21 respondents also specified the eventual market share that HTS cable would capture under slightly different circumstances: life-cycle costs 20% lower than those of conventional cable with double the ampacity. Figure 13 The respondents indicated that 20% lower life-cycle costs would allow HTS cable to gain a significantly larger market share. In this case, the most common response was 100% (eight respondents), and more than half of the respondents said either 90% or 100%. The average of the 21 responses was 75%.
Nineteen of the 23 respondents said that their utilities buy on the basis of life-cycle costs rather than initial capital costs (Figure 14) .
Does Your Utility Buy on tile Basis of Initial Capital Cost or Ufe
Cycl e Costs?
lnlll ll Caplall Costs mr.
Figure 14
However, several respondents pointed out that life-cycle costs were not the sole determining factor. One engineer pointed out that the environmental people at his utility were redefining life-cycle costs to include disposal costs:
"We buy on the basis of life-cycle costs, which, as of recently, even include disposal costs. Environmental people within the utility are trying to get us to look at disposal costs of some types of equipment." Urban Environments "Growth of underground transmission will skyfocket in urban centers. It's inevitable that underground transmission will grow as places become more congested; there are no alternatives. Plus the environment people have a fear of EMF or they want to get rid of overhead transmission for aesthetic reasons, and they are becoming more prepared to pay for it."
-Jo hn Nierenberg, Associate Engineer, Puget So und Power & Light "I think the· government should fund the development of HTS cable. There will be applications for it in major urban utilities, where you need to deliver a large volume of power to a dense area and you're really limited in ways of getting there."
-Amy D. Popp ens, Principal Engineer, PSI Energy (Indiana)
Suburban Environments "In our latest project, we went in with the idea of building a double-circuit overhead line, and the suburb didn't want any part of it, so we had to go underground. Underground will pick up more in the suburb s.
People want us to tear down some of our lines because they're building an airport. For example, we have an overh ead 345-kV line that carr ies over 3000 amps, a double-circuit line. If we wanted to replace a mile of it, that would be a perfect application for HTS cable." 
Long-DiStance Links
"The cable is imp ortant because today's technology won't let us transmit large blocks of power underground for long distances-the impedance is too high, so you don't get any power out the other end."
-D aniel E. Ja ckman, Manager, T&D Centers, Omaha Public Power District
Environmentally Sensitive Areas
"We're concerned about the environmental aspect of fluid-filled cables. Ultimately we'll have to replace it with something that does not require fluid. If the government says to get rid of all the fluid in the ground, or we have a major fa ilure we can't go in and splice, then we have this pipe in the ground, and it would be good to put a new one in. To be environmentally friendly as well as having a higher ampacity would be a big selling point."
-Mich ael F. "I think superconductivity is a technology we need to look at, because it will be a viable part of our industry.
I don't see any other form of energy replacing electricity. We may even see increased use of electric energy, which would mean we need greater transfer capability in the transmission and distribution system. In metropolitan areas, the increased use of electric vehicles could increase demand on our system even during daytime, not just at night. People may be driving them during the day and get a fast charge; we hear about that technology all the time: drive in, get a fa st charge, keep on going. That could increase demand for electricity, which would put demands on generation, transmission, and distribution. That could drive us to higher transfer capabilities. Superconductivity all ows you to get more power over the same corridor than any other technology; even overhead couldn't handle the same power that superconductivity could."
-A rth ur J. Kroese, Principal Engineer, Power System Engineering, Salt River Project "I tl:iink it's crucial to invest in superconducting technology because if we don't keep moving it JIDtil we get comfortable, it won't be a viable resource for us when our power requirements jump again. Right now power requirements slowly continue up, but if we move to electric cars or have another large electrical power load on our system, we will have to build a lot more infrastructure and our cable systems won't be able to keep up. We have a bottleneck in cables, and that's where superconductivity can help us."
-John Nierenberg, Associate Engineer, Puget Sound Power & Light "I think superconducting cable will be the next maj or step in developing the underground systems for the future of utilities. I definitely think that is the direction we need to go in, and we need to devote enough money to develop a reliable system that will handle the capacities we are talking about now for major overhead projects."
-Ja mes J. Pachot, Ch ief R&D Engineer, Bonneville Power Administration • The total U.S. underground cable market will grow 3.4% per year from 1994-2003. This growth rate is derived from the engineers' statements.
• The total U.S. underground cable market will grow 1.7% per year from 2004-2020. Because the survey respondents were unwilling to forecast the growth rate of the cable market for longer than one decade into the future, the growth rate has been arbitrarily cut in half for the remainder of the survey period.
• The first commercial sale of HTS cable will occur in 2002. The U.S. cable team of Pirelli, American Superconductor, Underground Systems, EPRI, Los Alamos National Laboratory, and DOE has proposed to finish testing a 30-meter cable prototype and designing a 100-meter, three-phase cable prototype by 1998. Assuming they begin testing the 100-meter cable prototype in the year 2000, the · first commercial sale could occur two years later.
• HTS cable will take 56% of the total underground cable market in 10 years. The engineers specified this market share according to this timetable. The table assumes that the market share would grow according to the curve shown in Figure 15 (below), starting slowly-1% the first year, 2% the second year, and 4% the third year. This table ignores the engineers' statements that HTS cable could take 75% of the market if its life-cycle costs were 20% below those of conventional cable. 
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Year Figure 15 • Each meter of IITS cable contains 300 meters of HTS wire (100 meters per phase). This assumption is based on the configuration of early prototype cables made by Pirelli and American Superconductor, and by Sumitomo Electric Industries.
• IITS wire costs $3.50 per meter. This is an extremely chall enging goal, because HTS wire probably costs ten times that much today. However, $3.50 per meter is the price necessary to match the life-cycle costs of conventional cable, according to a study by European cable makers. The U.S. market may all ow higher costs, because the European study assumed a design that contained more superconducting material (a cryogenic dielectric design with superconducting material used in shielding as well as in the conductors). In that sense, $3.50 is a conservative number fo r estimating the HTS wire market-U.S.
cable appl ications may allow a somewhat higher cost Given these assumptions, the annual market for IITS wire in U.S. cable app lications will grow as shown in Figure 16 (below), reaching $20 million in the fo urth year of commercial sales (2005) and $150 million in the lOth year (201 1). After the lOth year, HTS cable has reached its maximum market share of 56%, and further growth is created only by 1.7% annual growth of the total market. Sales reach $176 million in the year 2020.
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Figure 16 The total cumulative market for HTS wire in U.S. cable applications will grow as shown in Figure I f the Europ�an and Japanese markets grow in a similar manner, the world market could be three times the U.S. market, in which case the annual world market for HTS wire in cable app lications would exceed $500 million per year in 2020. The cumulative market during the first two decades of the 21st century would exceed $6 billion. 
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